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Comments

ekonbor • 18 points • 25 July, 2019 10:08 PM 

please elaborate on said shutting down

Merlinfrost • 3 points • 26 July, 2019 03:01 AM 

That’s what I’m saying. I’ve been unfairly banned before, but I never said something or this. It’s ignorant
and make us all look like idiots.

GerinX • 6 points • 26 July, 2019 03:43 AM* 

I’m sorry this happened to you. People put their feelings well above logic. You must’ve hurt someone’s feelings.
And now you’ve been silenced and banned.

This type of reaction Happens to me in real life all the time, especially with women.

I apparently hurt a woman’s feelings and she stops talking to me altogether, and can’t work through with me like
an adult. No, that’s too fvkcing hard.

They’d rather be an adult-sized child and have a man step in, and tell me to leave her alone EVEN THOUGH I
DID NOTHING WRONG FFS.

If they feel you’re being a certain way towards them, these people on reddit, then f you, that’s what the situation
is.

I have been banned from the findom reddit thread. Want to know why? Because I dared to ask one of the money-
hungry weirdos over there if their venomous approach to demanding control over men’s money actually worked.
That’s it. Obviously I didn’t ask like that, but you get the point.

That’s all I did and I got banned. And the mod I messaged never told me why, but it’s because i asked that
question. What else could it have been?

People’s feelings come first. Debate or not, conversation or not, and logic be damned, their feelings come first.

[deleted] 26 July, 2019 07:41 AM 

[deleted]

that1gamer76 • 0 points • 26 July, 2019 11:41 AM 

Because those two things are definitely connected

meeselbon573 • 4 points • 25 July, 2019 11:27 PM 

That’s how they do it.

ReaperManX15 • 3 points • 25 July, 2019 11:38 PM 

Happened to me for reversing pronouns

grannyowl • 8 points • 26 July, 2019 02:58 AM 

r/lightmodepatrol I'm going to Give you a warning on this

T0x1cL • 0 points • 26 July, 2019 04:56 AM 

Oi shit up
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grannyowl • 1 point • 26 July, 2019 04:02 PM 

But h... Like.... Do I just... WHAT THE FUCK?

T0x1cL • 1 point • 26 July, 2019 05:27 PM 

I dunno, couldn't bother caring for r/lightmodepatrol right now, go to some other sub

grannyowl • 1 point • 26 July, 2019 06:39 PM 

Its not that but h... How do you... H... How do you shit... Shit up?

Bill_hamid77 • 2 points • 26 July, 2019 12:37 AM 

Please explain the argument. I am very interested

Uno_Cinco • 1 point • 26 July, 2019 12:46 AM 

Same thing happened to me.

Pz5 • 1 point • 26 July, 2019 01:14 AM 

Their only arguments are to promote female chauvinism.

6birdd9 • 1 point • 26 July, 2019 04:51 AM 

What did you say lol

GangrenePeen • 1 point • 26 July, 2019 06:22 AM 

I mean they only want to hear what they say come back to them, so you broke that front... but good job if you
made it past one. I posted one comment and got banned.

Magnar96 • 1 point • 26 July, 2019 07:59 AM 

Don't think anti feminist pages are any better, this one might be, I don't know, all I know is MGTOW banned for
me no reason, I suspect it was because I wasn't shitting on women constantly.

Moldy_Gecko • 1 point • 26 July, 2019 08:36 AM 

Dude, as long as you don't follow the circlejerk there, you're banned. I've been banned there for ages.

InformalCriticism • 1 point • 26 July, 2019 03:04 PM 

Logic is a tool of the patriarchy.

harambewasabrother • 1 point • 28 July, 2019 05:11 AM 

Why do you waste your time trying to reason with fools?

Monstress- • 0 points • 28 July, 2019 02:54 PM 

A man being rejected by a woman becomes depressed, loses his confidence and this failure signals that he does
not, in fact, need to continue producing sperm. It triggers a sudden chemical withdrawal. He becomes angry and
irritable and dejected, and he wants to take this out on the woman. He hates her, because she wouldn’t give him
the next hit he is anticipating (that dopamine rush that is sex). In his mind, she has simultaneously taken away
his feel good arousal cocktail, and the ultimate reward at the end.

He thinks much less of women than of men, because society has always told him that men are the best. He
doesn’t want to be left embarrassed by this woman, so he goes back home with this sinking into his sex-addled
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brain.

His anger builds and fuels a desire to regain back his confidence and repair his fragile ego, and he does this the
only way he knows how: by reversing the outcome. His anger is morphed into a testosterone-laced cocktail of
arousal and aggression combined, as he imagines how he could embarrass her, the way he was made to feel
embarrassed.

He uses porn to enact out the scene where he returns back to confront, humiliate and rape her. He returns to win
what he sees as a game. He returns to feel powerful within a society where he feels weak. But most of all he
returns because he’s a sex addict and is desperate for the fix he feels was denied to him.

And this mixture, of the fragile male ego and libido, fueled by a social hierarchy that reinforces male superiority
and porn culture that reinforces male aggression, is the perfect storm for the normalization of violence against
women.

But never forget that sexual violence against women was always a threat, because an increase in aggression is an
increase in libido.

We’ve just commodified aggression against women as a consumerist culture with no limits and no morality.
We’ve sold it as a drug and called it pornography.

Then we wonder why they are so angry at women. Well of course. They’ve been taught that sex is their
birthright as men. They’ve been taught that women will perform any depraved act for them. They’ve been taught
to expect it. And when they get hit in the face with reality, that expectation that is denied gets twisted into anger.
And the anger and porn addictions of men just keeps reinforcing one another in an ugly feedback loop.

galileo-magnifico[S] • 1 point • 28 July, 2019 02:57 PM 
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Username1642 • 1 point • 28 July, 2019 03:41 PM 

She has put this on every post on this sub

hUnTeR515515 • -8 points • 25 July, 2019 10:25 PM 

I’m totally anti feminist but this makes total sense if a feminist came into our sub and tried to shut us
down(which wouldn’t work as anti feminism has better arguments)we would want them banned and they
probably would be

Motorola_Nova • 5 points • 25 July, 2019 11:59 PM 

I'm not sure, I'd rather they weren't banned and actually get exposed to facts and logic.

Merlinfrost • 3 points • 26 July, 2019 03:02 AM 

Sir, you’re part of the problem.
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hUnTeR515515 • 3 points • 26 July, 2019 04:31 AM 

Well, I guess I was wrong in my opinion. I figured most people on here would want her banned, and I
guess most people are smarter than that. Thanks for pointing me out because I was being a total dumbass

TheGhoulishSword • 1 point • 26 July, 2019 08:36 AM 

Takes a good type of person to see when they are wrong and admit it.

GerinX • 2 points • 26 July, 2019 03:45 AM 

No. Why would we shut down communication between us and them? Silencing someone doesn’t make you
right.

hUnTeR515515 • 1 point • 26 July, 2019 04:29 AM 

I’m not saying shutting down communication with them is right. I think we should expose them to “facts
and logic”. I was just saying that a lot of people on this subreddit would want them off of here and find
their feminist posts on an anti feminist subreddit annoying

TheGhoulishSword • 1 point • 26 July, 2019 08:37 AM 

I wouldn't want to see feminist posts unless it was like an open debate. But I think I'd be fine with
most else.
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